Teddy Dresser. Do you like teddy bears? Choose a bear to dress in this game! Help. Click on the game to play. Have fun! Discussion. What's your teddy bear wearing? Average: 3.7

My teddy bear is wearing: A rainbow gown with a golden crown and pink heels (a type of shoes for girls) and a silver wand. Log in or register to post comments.

SilverTurtleBluebell replied on 6 September, 2020 - 18:36 Pakistan Permalink. o Bear Gets Dressed â€“ A guessing Game Story â€“ Harriet Ziefert o Froggy Gets Dressed o Three Little Kittens Get Dressed (board book) â€“ Scholastic o Let's Get tats.ucf.edu. https://tats.ucf.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/.../Â Bear Gets Dressed -Harriet Ziefert 2004 The reader is asked to guess, thesnowtrip.sleepwalkers.com.br. thesnowtrip.sleepwalkers.com.br/cgi/viewcontent.php? gets . dressed this book was a big hit with the students! The pictures set them up for success since it was easy to tell the story following the pictures. Also, they could add in their own dialog - "Here, bear is thinking - choices, choices, choices..." After I put the book out for them to read, I loved what I heard them saying Read more.Â The book follows the decisions Bear makes when he gets dressed in the morning. Three articles of clothing are given to choose from and then we find out what Bear picked. His decisions are based on how the weather is. What does Bear wear? Let's look and see. The weather keeps changing, and so does he. It's very chilly out there, so are shorts the right thing?Â Every spread offers a selection of items from Bear's wardrobe; when the flap is opened, there's Bear, perfectly dressed in the correct garment to enjoy the day, whether there's rain (a yellow slicker for a muddle, puddle morning), sunshine, snow (green mittens) or wind. Not only will toddlers discover which clothes work in what weather; the text reinforces color basics, too.Â Ziefert and illustrator Emilie Bon have collaborated on a series of "Little Hippo" books, the first of which was published in 1988 by Viking Penguin. The books are written for children between 1 1/2 to 5 years-of-age. The book follows the decisions Bear makes when he gets dressed in the morning. Three articles of clothing are given to choose from and then we find out what Bear picked. His decisions are based on how the weather is. I think this is a good book to help young children learn how to chose appropriate close for the weather. I highly recommend it. Popular Categories. Children's. Teen and Young Adult. Self-Help. Literature & Fiction.